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Analysis of Reset Discharge Characteristics in
AC-Plasma Display Panel With Various
Sustain Gaps Using Vt Close-Curve
Ki-Hyung Park, Heung-Sik Tae, Senior Member, IEEE, and Jeong Hyun Seo

Abstract—The effects of various sustain gaps on the reset discharge characteristics, particularly the discharge stability, are
examined based on a Vt close-curve analysis. The Vt close-curve
analysis shows that the reset discharge region producing a stable
discharge under an MgO cathode condition is reduced in proportion to the increase in the sustain gap, resulting in discharge
instability when a conventional reset waveform is applied with
a wide-sustain-gap (over 200 µm) structure. Based on the Vt
close-curve analysis, a modified reset waveform suitable for a
wide-sustain-gap (= 200 µm) structure is proposed to prevent an
unstable discharge. The effects of two parameters Vadd-bias and
Vcom-bias in the modified reset waveform on the reset discharge
as well as the address and first sustain discharges, are examined in
detail.
Index Terms—Discharge stability, modified reset waveform,
various sustain gaps, Vt close-curve analysis, wide-sustain-gap of
200 µm.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ANY RECENT research has focused on wide-sustaingap (> 150 µm) structures in an effort to improve the
luminance efficacy of ac-plasma display panels (PDPs). Since
luminance efficacy is mainly related to the sustain discharge,
most of such research has concentrated on improving the sustain discharge characteristics [1]–[8]. In ac-PDPs with a widesustain-gap, the characteristics of the reset discharge generated
by a ramp pulse are often neglected, although the stable initialization of the millions of microdischarge cells under a low
background luminance is a very important factor for displaying
high quality images on a PDP. In the conventional short sustain
gap structure whose sustain gap is smaller than the barrier
rib height, the reset discharge is stably produced as follows:
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During the ramp-up period, the surface discharge is dominantly
produced under an MgO cathode condition, and the ensuing
plate-gap discharge is weakly produced under a phosphor
cathode condition. However, in the wide-sustain-gap structure
whose sustain gap is larger than the barrier rib height, the reset
discharge tends to be produced unstably because the plate-gap
discharge is easily produced instead of the surface discharge.
Here, an MgO cathode condition means the electrodes covered
with the MgO layer work as a cathode electrode during the
discharge, whereas a phosphor cathode condition means the
electrode covered with the phosphor layer works as a cathode
electrode during the discharge. The stability of the discharge,
particularly stability of the weak discharge such as a reset
discharge, strongly depends on the secondary electron emission
capability of the cathode electrode. Such an unstable reset discharge then causes undesirable discharge problems, such as an
unstable background luminance and misfiring problems in address or sustain periods, which eventually deteriorate the image
quality on an ac-PDP. Furthermore, for the on-cells, the address
discharge characteristics strongly depend on the reset discharge
[9]–[18]. Our previous result has already shown the effects of
various sustain gaps on the reset discharge characteristics of
ac-PDPs [19]. In addition to previous result, this paper has
more focused on the weak reset discharge stability in a sustain
gap of 200 µm. In particular, the effects of the reset discharge
stability on the subsequent address discharge, including the first
and second sustain discharges, are investigated in detail when
applying the modified reset waveform.
This paper uses a Vt close-curve analysis first to verify
the cathode condition change in the cells with various sustain
gaps, such as 50, 100, 200, and 400 µm, and then to design
a modified reset waveform to compensate for the weakness of
surface discharge with a 200 µm wide-sustain-gap [20]–[24].
Based on a Vt close-curve analysis, various reset waveforms
that can prevent an unstable reset discharge are examined with
a 200 µm wide-sustain-gap, along with the detailed effects of
two parameters Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias on the reset discharge
characteristics with such a wide gap (= 200 µm). Finally, the
effects of the same two parameters Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias
on the address discharge and the first and second sustain
discharge characteristics are also examined. Here, Vadd-bias
is the voltage applied to the address (A) electrode during
the ramp set-up period, while Vcom-bias is the voltage applied to the common (X) electrode during the ramp set-down
period.
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Fig. 1. PDP pixel structure with various gaps between X and Y electrodes
employed in this paper.
TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF 7-in TEST PANEL EMPLOYED IN THIS PAPER

Fig. 2. Vt close-curves measured from 7-in test panel with various sustain
gaps of (a) 50, (b) 100, (c) 200, and (d) 400 µm where VtXY is threshold firing
voltage between X–Y electrodes, VtAY is threshold firing voltage between
A–Y electrodes, VtAX is threshold firing voltage between A–X electrodes,
VtYX is threshold firing voltage between Y–X electrodes, VtYA is threshold
firing voltage between Y–A electrodes, and VtXA is threshold firing voltage
between X–A electrodes.

II. Vt CLOSE CURVES MEASURED WITH VARIOUS SUSTAIN
GAP STRUCTURES AND RELATED UNSTABLE
WEAK DISCHARGE REGION
Fig. 1 shows a schematic configuration of a single pixel in
a 7-in test panel and the three related electrodes, X, Y, and
A, where X and Y are the common (or sustain) and scan
electrodes, respectively, and A is the address electrode. The
plate-gap between the X (or Y) and A electrodes, i.e., the
barrier rib height, was fixed at 125 µm, while the sustain gaps
between the X–Y electrodes were 50, 100, 200, and 400 µm,
respectively. An MgO layer with a higher secondary electron
emission coefficient was deposited on the X and Y electrodes,
while a phosphor layer with a lower secondary electron emission coefficient was deposited on the A electrode. The detailed
specifications for the 7-in test panel are given in Table I.
Fig. 2 shows the Vt close-curves measured from the 7-in
test panel used in this paper on the cell voltage plane. In
Fig. 2(a), the Vt close-curve with six sides shows the breakdown
threshold voltage for producing a weak discharge among the
three electrodes, X, Y, and A. Each side in the Vt close-curve
represents the firing threshold voltage between two electrodes.
As shown in Fig. 2, as the sustain gap between the X–Y
electrodes became wider, sides with VtXY and VtYX became
narrower, and the associated firing voltages VtXY and VtYX
increased [25]. In particular, as shown in Fig. 2(d), sides with
VtXY and VtYX disappeared when the sustain gap between the
X–Y electrodes was 400 µm, meaning that no surface discharge
could directly be generated between the X–Y electrodes with a
sustain gap over 400 µm. As such, a strong sustain discharge

between the X–Y electrodes could only be produced with the
help of a plate-gap trigger discharge between the X (or Y)–A
electrodes [4], [7]. Meanwhile, sides with VtAY , VtAX , VtYA ,
and VtXA became wider in proportion to an increase in the
sustain gap, however, the breakdown voltages VtAY (about
180 V), VtAX (about 180 V), VtYA (about 250 V), and VtXA
(about 250 V) changed little, as the gaps between the X (or
Y)–A electrodes were fixed at 125 µm. In sides with VtAY and
VtAX , the X and Y electrodes covered with the MgO layer with
a higher secondary electron emission coefficient acted as the
cathode, whereas in sides with VtYA and VtXA , the A electrode
covered with the phosphor layer acted as a cathode. As a result,
the breakdown voltages VtAY and VtAX were smaller than those
VtYA and VtXA .
Fig. 3(a) shows the test waveforms with ramp pulses applied
to the three electrodes for producing the XY, AY, YX, and
YA discharges, respectively, in a wide-sustain-gap of 200 µm.
When the test waveforms in Fig. 3(a) were applied, Fig. 3(b)
shows the corresponding voltage vectors exceeded the threshold
voltage contours of the Vt close-curves (i.e., (b)-(i) VtXY ,
(b)-(ii) VtAY , (b)-(iii) VtYX , and (b)-(iv) VtYA ). Fig. 3(c) shows
the changes in the infrared (IR) emission intensities when the
ramp pulses were applied and corresponding cell voltage vectors exceeded each side. In sides with VtXY , VtAY , and VtYX ,
under the MgO cathode condition, stable IR waveforms were
observed, as shown in Fig. 3(c)-(i), -(ii), and -(iii). However,
in side with VtYA , an unstable IR emission waveform emitted
from an unstable weak discharge was observed, as shown in
Fig. 3(c)-(iv), as the address electrode covered by the phosphor
layer acted as the cathode electrode. Since a secondary electron
emission was facilitated under the MgO cathode condition,
this produced a stable reset weak discharge, as shown in
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Fig. 4. Subfield driving waveform used in this paper to test reset discharge
characteristics under various sustain gap conditions.

condition became unstable, along with a higher breakdown
voltage, as shown in Fig. 3(b)-(iv) and (c)-(iv).
III. MODIFIED RESET WAVEFORM FOR STABLE RESET
DISCHARGE WITH WIDE-SUSTAIN-GAP
A. Two Parameters in Modiﬁed Reset Waveform: Vadd-bias
and Vcom-bias

Fig. 3. (a) Test voltage waveforms for producing (a)-(i) XY-discharge,
(a)-(ii) AY-discharge, (a)-(iii) YX-discharge, and (a)-(iv) YA-discharge, applied
to each electrode and (b) Vt close-curves with corresponding cell voltage
vectors, and (c) changes in IR emission intensities when cell voltage vector
exceeded (c)-(i) VtXY , (c)-(ii) VtAY , (c)-(iii) VtYX , and (c)-(iv) VtYA with
200 µm sustain gap.

Fig. 3(a)–(c) [26]. In contrast, since the secondary-electronemission characteristic of the phosphor layer was very poor,
the weak reset discharge generated under the phosphor cathode

Fig. 4 shows the conventional driving waveform employed to
examine the instability of the reset discharge relative to various
sustain gaps of 50, 100, 200, and 400 µm. To remove the effect
of the amplitude of the reset waveform, a sufficient voltage
level was applied to the Y electrode, based on a set-up voltage
of 440 V and set-down voltage of −160 V. The amplitude
of the address pulse was 60 V, while the reset and address
periods were 300 and 960 µs, respectively. The amplitudes
of the sustain waveforms differed due to the different firing
voltage conditions between the two sustain electrodes. The
driving waveform in Fig. 4 was applied to the test panel with
various sustain gaps of 50, 100, 200, and 400 µm under the offcell condition.
Fig. 5(a)-(i), (b)-(i), (c)-(i), and (d)-(i) shows the trajectories
of the cell voltage vectors generated by the set-up ramp pulse
of 440 V displayed on the Vt close-curves in the cell voltage
plane when no sustain discharge was produced in the previous
state. The initial point of the cell voltage vector during a reset
period is set by the previous wall voltage among the three
electrodes. Thus, under a no address condition, the previous
wall voltage condition was determined by the XY–AY simultaneous discharge point and applied voltages of the preceding
reset discharge, i.e., the set-down (Y electrode) and common
bias (X electrode) voltages [20], [21]. Therefore, when the
same reset driving waveforms with a set-down of −160 V and
common bias of 100 V were applied to the cells with 50, 100,
200, and 400 µm sustain gaps, the initial points shifted to the
right, due to the shift of the XY–AY simultaneous discharge
point to the right in proportion to the wide sustain gap, plus
VtXY also increased. By applying a sufficient set-up voltage to
the Y electrode, the cell voltage vector exceeded the threshold
voltage contours of the Vt close-curves, as shown in Fig. 5(a)(i), (b)-(i), (c)-(i), and (d)-(i). For the 50 and 100 µm sustain
gaps, the voltage vector exceeded VtYX in the Vt close-curve, as
shown in Fig. 5(a)-(i) and (b)-(i), meaning that the X electrode
protected by the MgO layer acted as the cathode, and a stable
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Fig. 5. Trajectories of cell voltage vectors displayed in Vt close-curves measured with various sustain gaps of (a) 50, (b) 100, (c) 200, and (d) 400 µm when
440 V set-up and −160 V set-down ramp voltages in Fig. 4 were applied to Y electrode, respectively.
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Fig. 6. (a) Modified reset waveform with Vadd-bias and (b) trajectories of
voltage vector when Vadd-bias was applied to address (A) electrode with
200 µm wide-sustain-gap structure.

weak reset discharge was produced. Consequently, with the 50
and 100 µm sustain gaps, stable reset discharge characteristics
were observed. In contrast, with the 200 and 400 µm sustain
gaps, the voltage vector exceeded VtYA when a sufficient setup voltage was applied, as shown in Fig. 5(c)-(i) and (d)-(i).
In this case, since the A electrode protected by the phosphor
layer acted as the cathode, as shown in Fig. 3(c)-(iv), an unstable reset discharge was produced. To suppress this unstable
reset discharge, the cell voltage vector resulting from the setup voltage should exceed VtYX in the Vt close-curve. Thus,
to exceed VtYX with a 200 µm sustain gap, the cell voltage
vector needed to be shifted up or the initial point of the cell
voltage vector moved to the left. Fig. 5(a)-(ii), (b)-(ii), (c)-(ii),
and (d)-(ii) shows the trajectories of the cell voltage vectors
generated by the set-down ramp pulse of −160 V and the
common bias pulse of 100 V after the initial point of the cell
voltage vector was shifted by the set-up discharge. During
a set-down period, the cell voltage vector exceeded VtXY or
VtAY because the wall voltage generated by the set-up reset
discharge was moved to upper and right direction, and the
voltage vector by the set-down was also applied with upper and
right direction, as shown in Fig. 5(a)-(ii), (b)-(ii), (c)-(ii), and
(d)-(ii). As a result, although the sustain gap was wider, the XYand AY-discharges were stably produced because the unstable
discharge, i.e., XA-discharge was not be produced during the
ramp set-down period.
Fig. 6(a) shows the modified reset waveform with Vadd-bias
during the set-up period, while Fig. 6(b) shows the trajectory of
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Fig. 7. (a) Modified reset waveform with Vcom-bias and (b) trajectories of
voltage vector when Vcom-bias applied to X electrode was increased to higher
level with 200 µm wide-sustain-gap structure.

the cell voltage vector when the modified reset waveform with
Vadd-bias was applied in the case of a 200 µm wide-sustain-gap.
When applying Vadd-bias to the A electrode during the ramp setup period, the resultant cell voltage vector was shifted up and
made contact with VtYX , as shown in Fig. 6(b), resulting in a
stable reset discharge.
Fig. 7(a) shows the modified reset waveform when varying
the common bias voltage (= Vcom-bias ), while Fig. 7(b) shows
the trajectory of the cell voltage vector when Vcom-bias was
increased from 100 to 200 V with a 200 µm wide-sustain-gap
structure. When increasing Vcom-bias , more electrons were accumulated on the X and Y electrodes during a set-down period,
thereby shifting the initial point of the cell voltage vector to the
left, so the resultant cell voltage vector exceeded VtYX of the Vt
close-curve, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Consequently, a stable reset
discharge was also obtained.
B. Effects of Two Parameters (= Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias ) on
Off-Cells
Fig. 8 shows the changes in the IR waveforms emitted during
the reset period when varying Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias . When
Vadd-bias was 0 V, and Vcom-bias was 100 V, lots of IR peaks
were observed during the set-up period, due to the instability
of the weak reset discharge caused by the non-MgO cathode
condition. Meanwhile, when Vadd-bias was applied or Vcom-bias
was increased, the cell voltage vector for the set-up ramp pulse
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Fig. 8. Changes in IR emission during reset discharge when applying modified reset waveforms with various Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias .

Fig. 10. (a) Changes in luminance during reset discharge and (b) minimum
address voltage when applying various voltages of Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias
with wide-sustain-gap (= 200 µm) structure.

Fig. 9. (a) Stable and unstable reset discharge region relative to Vadd-bias and
Vcom-bias with wide-sustain-gap (= 200 µm) structure, and (b) Vt close-curve
analysis in unstable reset discharge regions 1 and 2 in (a).

applied to the Y electrode exceeded VtYX of the Vt close-curve,
thereby reducing the peak and stabilizing the IR intensity, as
shown in Fig. 8. With a Vadd-bias of 120 V and Vcom-bias of
100 V, a weak discharge was generated with a high set-up
voltage, in comparison with the case of a Vadd-bias of 0 V and
Vcom-bias of 180 V. As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the addition
of Vadd-bias or Vcom-bias enabled a weak reset discharge under
an MgO cathode condition, resulting in a stable reset discharge
even with a wide-sustain-gap structure.
Fig. 9(a) shows the stable and unstable reset discharge regions when varying the two parameters Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias
with a wide-sustain-gap (= 200 µm) structure. When increasing the amplitude of Vcom-bias , the initial point in the Vt closecurve shifted to the left, while the cell voltage vector for the
set-up ramp pulse moved close to VtYX . Thus, the amplitude of

Vadd-bias was lowered as a result of applying Vcom-bias with a
higher amplitude. In addition, increasing Vcom-bias with a widesustain-gap structure was favorable for the wall charge setup, as
the same set-up reset voltage condition also facilitated a weak
reset discharge. As shown in Fig. 9(a), a stable reset region was
obtained at Vadd-bias (< 60 V) when increasing Vcom-bias above
130 V.
As shown in Fig. 9(a), two unstable reset discharge regions 1
and 2 were produced depending on the values of the two parameters Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias . In unstable region 1, no misfiring
discharge was produced during an address period, although
an unstable reset discharge was produced by exceeding VtYA
in the Vt close-curve during the set-up period. On the other
hand, in unstable region 2, a misfiring discharge was produced
during a reset and sustain period. The schematic diagram of Vt
close-curve was introduced in Fig. 9(b) to explain the misfiring
problems during a reset and a sustain period, particularly under
the unstable reset discharge region 2 of Fig. 9(a). In case (1)
of Fig. 9(b), i.e., an unstable reset discharge region 2 (1) in
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Fig. 11. Changes in IR waveforms emitted during address discharge when varying two parameters: Vadd-bias from 0 to 120 V and Vcom-bias from 100 to
180 V. (a) is reference (Vadd-bias = 0 V, Vcom-bias = 100 V), (b) (i) Vadd-bias = 30 V, Vcom-bias = 100 V, (ii) Vadd-bias = 60 V, Vcom-bias = 100 V,
(iii) Vadd-bias = 90 V, Vcom-bias = 100 V, (iv) Vadd-bias = 120 V, Vcom-bias = 100 V, and (c) (i) Vadd-bias = 0 V, Vcom-bias = 120 V, (ii) Vadd-bias =
0 V, Vcom-bias = 140 V, (iii) Vadd-bias = 0 V, Vcom-bias = 160 V, (iv) Vadd-bias = 0 V, Vcom-bias = 180 V.

Fig. 9(a), the strong discharge between the A–Y electrodes
was produced by exceeding VtAY due to too high Vadd-bias
(> 150 V), during a set-up period, whereas in case (2), i.e.,
unstable reset discharge region 2 (2), the strong discharge was
produced between the A–X electrodes by exceeding VtAX due
to both high Vadd-bias (60–150 V) and Vcom-bias (130–200 V)
during a set-up period. In case (3), i.e., unstable reset discharge
region 2 (3), the sustain discharge was produced without an
addressing discharge, because lots of wall charges were accumulated in off-cells due to too high Vcom-bias (> 200 V).
Fig. 10(a) and (b) shows the changes in (a) the luminance
during the reset discharge and (b) the minimum address voltage
relative to various voltages of Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias . As such,
when Vadd-bias was increased and Vcom-bias was simultaneously decreased, the luminance during the reset discharge was
reduced to 1.08 cd/m2 , demonstrating that a high Vadd-bias
and low Vcom-bias can suppress the background luminance
produced by the reset waveform. As shown in Fig. 10(b),
the subsequent address discharge was varied depending on
the values of Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias . When Vadd-bias was
decreased and Vcom-bias was simultaneously increased, the
minimum address voltage decreased to about 25 V. This result
shows that the ensuing address discharge characteristics could
be altered when varying Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias . Therefore,
the effects of various levels of Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias on the
subsequent address and sustain discharge characteristics need
to be investigated in detail. From the results in Figs. 9 and
10, the modified reset waveform with a Vadd-bias of 60 V and
Vcom-bias of 130 V could be a good candidate for a stable
reset discharge in a wide-sustain-gap of 200 µm. If a Vadd-bias
with 120 V was applied to reduce the background luminance,
the additional voltage source was needed in the address board
because the address voltage for addressing required only 60 V.
Consequently, Vadd-bias was reduced to 60 V to employ
the modified reset waveform without additional cost. As for
Vadd-bias of 60 V, a Vcom-bias was increased to 130 V for
stable reset discharge. In that case, a stable reset discharge
was obtained under a minimum background luminance of
2.1 cd/m2 .

C. Effects of Two Parameters (= Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias ) on
On-Cells
To investigate the effects of the reset discharges under various Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias conditions on the on-cells with a
wide-sustain-gap of 200 µm, the subsequent address discharge
and first and second sustain discharge characteristics were
examined under various Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias conditions.
Fig. 11 shows the changes in the IR waveforms emitted during
the address discharge when Vadd-bias was varied from 0 to
120 V and Vcom-bias varied from 100 to 180 V. Fig. 11(a)
shows the IR emission during an address discharge with a
Vadd-bias of 0 V and Vcom-bias of 100 V. Then, as shown in
Fig. 11(b), when Vadd-bias was increased from 30 to 120 V
at intervals of 30 V under a constant Vcom-bias of 100 V, the
address discharge was observed to be weakened slightly. Fewer
wall charges were also accumulated on the three electrodes due
to the weak reset discharge with a higher Vadd-bias , thereby
slightly weakening the subsequent address discharge. With a
constant Vadd-bias of 0 V, the address discharge was weakened
until Vcom-bias was increased from 100 to 140 V, then with a
Vcom-bias above 140 V, the address discharge was strengthened
a little, as shown in Fig. 11(c). The minimum address voltage,
i.e., the lowest voltage required for determining the on- or offcell depended strongly on the wall voltage variation caused
by Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias . However, the result of Fig. 11
shows that under a sufficient address voltage, e.g., 60 V, the
address discharge intensity slightly changes when varying the
Vadd-bias and Vcom-bias . Thus, for a wide-sustain-gap structure,
the stability of the reset discharge was not found to have any
serious effect on the subsequent address discharge, but rather
played a significant role in the off-cells.
Fig. 12 shows the changes in the IR waveforms emitted
during the first and second sustain discharges when Vadd-bias
was varied from 0 to 120 V and Vcom-bias varied from 100 to
180 V. Fig. 12(a) shows the IR emission during the first and
second sustain discharges with a Vadd-bias of 0 V and Vcom-bias
of 100 V. Then, as shown in Fig. 12(b), when Vadd-bias was
increased from 30 to 120 V at intervals of 30 V under a
constant Vcom-bias of 100 V, the first sustain discharge was
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Fig. 12. Changes in IR waveforms emitted during first and second sustain discharges when varying two parameters: Vadd-bias from 0 to 120 V and Vcom-bias
from 100 to 180 V. (a) is reference (Vadd-bias = 0 V, Vcom-bias = 100 V), (b) (i) Vadd-bias = 30 V, Vcom-bias = 100 V, (ii) Vadd-bias = 60 V, Vcom-bias =
100 V, (iii) Vadd-bias = 90 V, Vcom-bias = 100 V, (iv) Vadd-bias = 120 V, Vcom-bias = 100 V, and (c) (i) Vadd-bias = 0 V, Vcom-bias = 120 V,
(ii) Vadd-bias = 0 V, Vcom-bias = 140 V, (iii) Vadd-bias = 0 V, Vcom-bias = 160 V, (iv) Vadd-bias = 0 V, Vcom-bias = 180 V.

addition, the effect of the same two parameters applied during
the reset period on the on-cells, i.e., the address and first sustain
discharges, was also examined in detail. As a result, when
adjusting Vadd-bias to 60 V and Vcom-bias to 130 V, a stable reset
discharge was obtained under a low background luminance,
followed by a strong first and second sustain discharge under
a strong address discharge.
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